
Baker’s Express LLC

“Getting everything our business 
needed in one package was 

years and their solution 

its extensive capabilities.”

Can a Limited Shelf Life Distributor 
Eliminate Overages and Shortages?

Ignition by AFS helped Baker's Direct do just that, 
plus so much more.

AN ERP BY AFS CASE STUDY

Baker’s Express LLC is a distributor of private label bread and other 
bakery items to supermarkets in the New York Metropolitan area.

“The main reasons we chose AFS 
was their commitment to the food 
industry, their wide product line 
and ability to provide customized 
solutions,”

Ed Bumiller, Controller

Business Context and Challenges Faced
Prior to purchasing AFS ERP their business was run on an in-house 
system. They used this in-house system to feed other software packages, 
(general ledger/accounts receivable and accounts payable as well as 
routing). Having the internal knowledge to maintain an in-house system and interfaces with other software was 
difficult because much of the knowledge of the system came from a small handful of individuals.

Challenges Pre-Ignition
 • Existing system was not scaleable to company’s growth

 • Operations were overly based on manual activities and paper

Why Ignition by AFS?
The team at Baker’s Express needed to find a robust, best of breed solution that would give them superior 
functionality while eliminating interfaces with a variety of different systems.  Baker’s Express was familiar with AFS 
and knew they offered a full suite of CPG focused solutions. Their immediate need was for the AFS ERP and AFS 
Data Exchange (EDI processing) solutions.  In the future, warehouse management and electronic proof of delivery 
ePoD, both offered by AFS, will be deployed to expand the value of the solution.  Ed Bumiller, Controller at Baker’s 
Express said, “The main reasons we chose AFS was their commitment to the food industry, their wide product line 
and ability to provide customized solutions.”

The Solution
AFS’ ability to provide “Proration” functionality was essential for Baker’s Express due to the limited shelf life of 
fresh bread.  Their legacy system depended on a manual process to plus out overages or cut shortages, affecting 
customers with the larger orders. AFS developed an automated process that would cut or add one tray from each 
customer as needed. The program would remember for each item which customer had been left off on the 
previous day and the move onto the next customer. This better segmented the time between a single customer 
being cut or added as it pertained to the same item.
                 continued . . .



The Results
“The AFS proration process is more 
automated and spreads out 
adjustments over more customers 
than our previous process. We also 
have the ability to control 
customers and products that are 
prorated.” 

In addition to the time savings in their proration process, Baker’s 
Express also was able to manage by exception using the messaging 
feature within ERP. This feature allows messages to be created based 
on a query that can be run either at scheduled times or on demand. 

One useful query is a price comparison to the customer’s order file. 
This allowed orders and pricing to be reviewed and any pricing 
changes to be made prior to invoicing thus minimizing time spent on 
credit processing. 

They were also able to do validation checks on ordered quantity to make sure all the order quantities were within 
a certain threshold which helped eliminate some of the “fat fingering” mistakes that caused a delivery to be for 
more product than was ordered – causing an order refusal and credit. 

The most profitable way they are utilizing the messaging feature is to check to see which customers are scheduled 
for orders but did not place them. They then have their customer service team follow up with those customers 
which has led to 2-3 additional orders per week, which contributed to nearly $100,000 more in sales.

AFS ERP also allowed Baker’s to establish set delivery schedules for their customers. After doing analysis, they 
came up with the number of orders a store would receive each week based on the average weekly volume. ERP 
lets them maintain this delivery schedule so if a customer sends in an order for delivery on a day that they are not 
scheduled, the order will be pushed to the next scheduled day. This change allowed them to decrease the 
number of trucks on the road and reduce their shipping costs.

ERP

Founded in 2000 Baker’s Express is a privately held bakery distribution company 
located in central New Jersey. Baker’s distributes a wide variety of private label 
and nationally branded breads and baked goods supermarket chains in the 
northeast. Baker’s distributes over 600 items purchased from over 50 vendors to 
more than 400 store locations multiple times per week.

About Baker’s Expresss
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AFS’ ability to provide “Proration” functionality was essential for Baker’s Express due to the 
limited shelf life of fresh bread. Their legacy system depended on a manual process to plus out 
overages or cut shortages, affecting customers with the larger orders. AFS developed an 
automated process that would cut or add one tray from each customer as needed. The program 
would remember for each item which customer had been left off on the previous day and the 
move onto the next customer. This better segmented the time between a single customer being 
cut or added as it pertained to the same item.
                 

EDI
Electronic Trading

Ed Bumiller, Controller



Ignition is a line of products that is part of AFS Technologies, the leading provider of software solutions purpose- 
built for consumer goods companies and distributors. AFS is committed to generating improved outcomes at the 
point of purchase coupled with generating efficiencies in trade spend, retail execution and supply chain. With 
experience developed over its 31-year history, AFS serves more than 1,000 customers of all sizes in more than 50 
countries around the world. Our products are innovative, configurable solutions that are proven to optimize 
customer potential with automated processes, improved productivity and rapid time to value.

About Ignition by AFS

ignition.afsi.com
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